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General Public Opinion Survey on MPF Employee Choice
Arrangement 2013
Hong Kong, 28 August 2013 – Gain Miles Group is pleased to announce the findings of the
General Public Opinion Survey on MPF Employee Choice Arrangement (MPF ECA). Gain Miles has
again commissioned the Public Opinion Programme of the University of Hong Kong to conduct the
survey following on the similar survey conducted in June 2012. . The survey was conducted from
July 11th to 23rd of 2013 and there were a total of 1,015 successful telephone interviews with 80.1%
response rate and margin of error less than 1.6%. Members aged 18 or above with MPF account(s)
were interviewed by phone. The main objectives of the survey were to understand the knowledge
and behaviours of the MPF members after MPF ECA has been implemented for 6 months. The
findings shown that confidence level of MPF continued to be lower than the satisfactory level and
have been moving down to the average of 3.3 out of the 10 points scale compared to 3.7 last year
before ECA was implemented.
Confidence level of MPF as a retirement protection remained to be low. The confidence level of
MPF as a retirement protection has been stayed low and was lower than last year. Responds to
“zero confident” out of the 10 points scales have been increased to 22% compared to 14% of the
previous survey. There were obvious trends showing various confidence levels have been moving
down the scales generally; 61% of responds rated the confidence level to be 4 and below compared
to 56% last year.
“Gain Miles has monitored the MPF overall performance and satisfactory level ever since it was
launched in the year 2000. One of our main objectives of this survey is to review the impact of ECA
on the satisfactory level of MPF; unfortunately, ECA implementation did not help to improve
satisfaction; we saw general reduction in confidence among various levels when comparing to the
last year results. It is disappointing to see such a significant drop on confidence; we believed that it
was mainly caused by the negative fee structure discussion and the difficulties in transfer.” said
Gloria Siu; Chief Executive of Gain Miles Group
Actual transfer of ECA has been remained low at around 3%. 11% respondents in the 2012
survey have shown keen intention to transfer through ECA. The low transfer was explained by the
loud and clear voice of “hassle in transfer” and “lack of knowledge”; 32% of people not transfer
mentioned that the transfer process was “too hassling”; 17% said “lack of knowledge”; 6% said “no
time” and 4% “did not know how to choose”. Gain Miles believes a good assisted e-transfer process
and easy information platform can make a big difference to improve the ECA success; this has
matched with the wish list of the respondents shown in the later part of the survey result findings.
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MPF members are still not able to differentiate clearly between ECA vs the other MPF
accounts transfer. 12% of the respondents have indicated they have transferred their contributing
accounts to another MPF scheme after the launch of the ECA in November last year. This was not
consistent with the actual results of 3% ECA transfer. They have confused the ECA transfer with the
other MPF accounts transfer such as personal account transfer due to change of job or employer
changing providers.

Over 90% of the respondents did not know the MPF fees they are paying. 2012 survey results
have shown that Fees and Charges was one the main consideration factors for ECA decision. The
current survey results show overwhelming lack of knowledge on fees; this situation definitely will
defer the ECA decision of the members. Close to 50% of the respondents indicated that MPF fees
have not been reduced will further dampen the ECA success.
There were general perceptions among the public that MPF fees and charges were high.
Nevertheless, when MPFA first published Fund Expenses Ratio (FER) in 2007; it was 2.12%; it has
been moving downward to 1.92% in 2009 during the time when ECA MPFSO (Amendment) Bill was
gazetted and further reduced to 1.71% by the end of July 2013; apart from these facts, we were
expecting there were several other factors pushing FER to a lower level such as: i) more assets
would go into those low fee funds (e.g. Index Tracking Fund ); ii) providers will try to make bonus
units enjoying by some large organisations to be reflected in the FER calculation; iii) more new funds
with lower charges would gradually getting over the 2 years period; and would require to be included
in the FER calculation.
“We believed the competitive environment created by ECA will impact the fees and charges more,
we forecasted MPF fees will continue to go down. The industry needs to work more on educating the
public to enhance their level of knowledge and support an easier ECA and other MPF accounts
switching processes” said Gloria Siu.
MPF members want e-transfer processes and better assistant in getting information. The
survey results have shown concerns of the hassles in ECA transfer, respondents were eager to
responds to suggestions for easier transfer process and information support. 44% of the
respondents requested for e-transfer platform as the top important services for ECA and other
transfers. All respondents have requests for either e-information; assistant by independent advisor
and or hotline to get unbiased information on MPF funds; this accounts for over 104% of the
accumulated requested; i.e. some respondents have requested for more than one.
“Gain Miles was one of the first to launch of well received the comprehensive fund comparison
platform www.MYMPF.com.hk in 2008 foreseeing the increasing demand on fund information and
we saw many similar platforms have followed. We are proud today to introduce a handy MPF touch
screen advisor gadget - MPF EASY. It helps MPF members to understand their own needs and risk
appetite simultaneously, viewing timely performances and fees of all funds and form their suitable
fund portfolio” said Stanley Tsang, Head of Gain Miles Individual Business. He further stated that
“MPF EASY can provide timely and professional advice to our customers, helping them to manage
MPF systematically and effectively with proper records, fitting in their busy daily life”.
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About Gain Miles
Over 30 years’ experience in the pensions industry, Gain Miles is one of Hong Kong’s most trusted
independent MPF advisors. As a market-leading MPF specialist, we aim to deliver professional analysis,
in-depth market knowledge and centered-around advice. Gain Miles has been committed to MPF healthy
development in Hong Kong, by forming HR Task Group and MPF Club to employers and employees, we
helped to prepare the Hong Kong market for the launch of MPF since December 2000 – organizing hundreds
of seminars and workshops to educate organization and their staff on the active management of Mandatory
Provident Fund schemes. In addition to the independent advisory assisting our clients in choosing the right
service providers and schemes, our effort has extended to online services aimed to facilitate our clients and
their staff to self-manage their MPF account with ease.
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NOTE:
i.

ii.

Gain Miles Group refers to Gain Miles Group Limited and its subsidiaries, including Gain Miles Assurance Consultants
Limited, Gain Miles MPF Consultants Limited and Gain Miles Financial Planning Consultants Limited.
Source: The Public Opinion Programme (POP) at the University of Hong Kong, The Mandatory Provident Fund Scheme
Authority, Gain Miles MPF Consultants Limited and Gain Miles Financial Planning Consultants Limited

This document contains forward-looking statements that are based on the beliefs of our management as well as assumptions made by
and information currently available to our management. These forward-looking statements are, by their nature, subject to significant
risks. When used in this document, the words “will”, “plan”, “should” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. You are strongly cautioned that reliance on any forward-looking statements involves known and unknown risks and
uncertainties. Actual results and events may differ materially from information contained in the forward-looking statements. Investment
involves risks; past performance is for illustration only and is no guarantee of future returns. .
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